Whitepaper
Background - how it all began
It all started when we found out about Dogecoin cryptocurrency. It turned
out that dogs have their own currency but cats don’t. We were shocked by such
blatant racial injustice.
We respect all living beings but so it turned out that cats’ interests are closest to
us.
Cats are a major part of the world’s history, culture and economics.
They’re not just some interior decoration, but a living beings with their own
feelings and needs. Relationship between humans and cats must be based on
mutual respect, tolerance and multiculturalism. We are convinced that
development of relationships between our species dictates the necessity of cats’
cryptocurrency, global cats’ cryptoeconomics and cats’ cryptostate.
Introduction - the description of the market, applicability of a blockchain
According to the American Pet Products Manufacturers Association,
USA residents alone spend on pets more than 50 billion dollars a year. However
there are more cats than dogs (about one hundred million cats versus eighty
million dogs).
The researches conducted in Russia have shown that even in times of
crisis people don't save on pets. With an increase in food prices Russian cat
owners would cut on their own expenses in the first place. Thus pet
maintenance costs grew much quicker, than food costs for owners themselves.
Total expenses for pets in Russia amounted to more than 1% of GDP.
Thus, it is possible to speak about the significant segment of economy
focused on production of goods and services for animals which means a large
number of potential buyers. The feature of this market is that the buyer and the
consumer – two different persons. People (hopefully) don't consume cat food
directly, they only consume emotions which are brought by their pets. And the
final consumer, i.e. a cat, is incapable of expressing its needs in detail and with
good reasoning. This is where a third parties: zoologists, veterinarians, animal
activists and other expert groups start to appear.

As a result there is a difficult system of exchange of goods, ideas and
emotions. Our project aims to make this system more effective due to
motivation of all parties to more active cooperation.
Market Analysis - deep analysis of the market, market growth
potential, existing competitors.
Introduction to product - what product, service or project is offered
Our
primarily:
-

product is designed for everyone who isn't indifferent to cats. But

for those who live with them;
for producers of goods for pets;
for animal rights activists, veterinarians and other professionally
interested persons.
We offer you the independent platform for exchange of goods, ideas and
emotions. Our cryptocurrency will become an important element of this
international platform. Platform will include such components as website,
communities in leading social networks and game applications which will allow
users to earn and spend Catscoins. As a result all parties concerned will get the
following results:
- pet owners: communication by interests, access to special offers for
goods for pets; an opportunity to earn and accumulate Catscoins in game
applications and use them to pay completely or partially for goods for
pets or to invest in independent research and expertise;
- producers of goods and services: opportunity for promotion of their
trademarks by selling goods completely or partially for Catscoins;
- animal rights activists and experts: the platform for promoting their ideas,
an opportunity to raise funds for conducting independent expertise or
research as well as for charitable projects.
We will give one of examples of possible cooperation. Nowadays there is
a problem with independent examination of goods for animals. Public
organizations often have no funds for the necessary examination. Producers
have such funds, but any examination made for funds of the producer falls
under suspicion of bias. Even if the producer is genuinely confident that its
goods are objectively the leader of the market.

Our platform will create an opportunity for formation of the
depersonalized funds which are formed from funds including funds of
conscientious producers. The most relevant issues are defined during open
discussion. Then fundraising campaign for the solution of this question starts.
After funds are raised, the certain group of experts who will deal with this issue
is defined by method of vote. Thus, even if some large producer has taken part
in fund raising – it can't affect conclusions of experts. Because the producer
doesn't know who will carry out expertize, and experts don't know from whom
funds are received.
The lack of a binding of cryptocurrency to a certain country will simplify
interaction between users, experts and producers from the different countries.
Implementation of our project will promote the ideas of animal rights
protection, dissemination of knowledge about the needs and psychology of cats,
formation of the transparent global market and development of the fair
competition between producers of goods for pets. In fact, we create the firstever voluntary community operated by methods of E-democracy.
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